EUROPEAN Preview

“If you want to find the
secrets of the universe,
think in terms of energy,
frequency and vibration.”
Nikola Tesla

Dr Spa THE NEW ERA OF
PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE
The innovative Sound Wave System delivers natural sound wave to skin, muscle,
ligament, tendon, bones, ensuring pleasure and wellness sensation.

Dr Spa treatment produces cold, painless and non-invasive energy that restore
tone and elasticity to the skin.
Dr Spa sound-wave technology is particularly
effective in cases of persistent cellulite and water
retention.

SOUND WAVE
Sound Wave creates acoustic resonance energy which penetrates
deeply and safely into body areas where normal mechanical vibration cannot reach.
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The action of the symphonic sound waves improves
the brightness and compactness of the skin since
the first treatment.
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Dr Spa is appropriate to combat the "orange peel"
skin on critical areas (arms, abdomen, thighs, hips,
buttocks and legs)

The harmonic sound waves reach the deepest
layers of the skin, stimulating the production of
collagen and elastin, therefore facilitating the
activation of the fibroblasts.
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WHOLE BODY CARE
Optimized bumps for various body treatments

Thanks to the functional 4-modes, DrSpa guarantee
the best treatment of the entire body, from to deep
muscles massage.
Mode A: Massage for meridian point and muscle fascia.
Mode B: Massage for Scalp, face, meridian point and
muscle fascia.
Mode C: Massage for Scalp and face
Mode D: Relaxing vibration total body, ideal at the end
of the treatment

Bump for facial

Smoothing facial wrinkles
Scar treatment

Firming of arms, hips, abdomen,
buttocks and thighs
Cell stimulation and renewal
Muscle relaxation

Treatment of fascial pains
Body remodeling

Thighs circumference reduction

Dr Spa Personal
The unique total body personal device

Dr Spa Personal, combines the innovative sound waves of Dr Spa Professional with the convenience
of a portable, compact and usable device in the comfort of your own home.
Dr Spa is the only device that allows you to treat both face, scalp and the rest of the body, enjoying
the pleasure of a professional massage, thanks to the various bump and the 3-modes of operation.
A guiding voice will confirm the correct mode selected.
Dr Spa Personal integrates the Dr Spa Professional bumps with the exclusive 18-point one, which
improves the microcirculation of the scalp and therefore, it allows the regrown of the hair.

Dr Spa Personal is an inseparable ally that one can’t do without, for the whole body, for him and her.
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